Exploration of Enceladus and Titan

Investigating ocean worlds' evolution and habitability
in the Saturn System
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Ocean worlds’ evolution and habitability
We propose a Voyage 2050 theme of ocean worlds’ evolution and habitability with
a focus on Enceladus and Titan in the Saturn system building on the CassiniHuygens heritage and complementing future exploration of the newly selected
NASA Dragonfly mission
Enceladus has an active aqueous
environment providing the most easily
accessible samples of extraterrestrial liquid
water currently known in the Solar System

Titan’s unique makeup, thick organicladen reducing atmosphere,
methanological cycle, and diverse geology
make it unique in the Solar System and
most comparable to early Earth
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Investigating ocean world evolution and habitability
in the Saturn system with a L-class mission
Mission Elements
Titan

Instrument Suite

Scientific Goals
GOAL A
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF
VOLATILE-RICH OCEAN
WORLDS

Enceladus’ South Polar Terrain

GOAL B
HABITABILITY AND
POTENTIAL FOR LIFE ON
OCEAN WORLDS

Solar-electric spacecraft

1. Gas phase mass
spectrometer
2. Solid phase mass
spectrometer
3. Hi-resolution IR
camera
4. Radio science
Optional:
1. Radar system

+
Sea probe for Titan
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Titan: an organic-rich evolving world
Hydrocarbon lakes and seas
(Stofan
et
al.
2007;
Mastrogiuseppe et al. 2019,
Mitri et al. 2019); river
networks (Tomasko et al. 2005)
Global subsurface salty
ocean decoupled from
the rocky interior by a
high pressure ice layer
(Iess et al. 2012; Mitri
et al. 2014)

Key open questions
- What is the history and extent of volatile
exchange between the interior and the
atmosphere on Titan?
- How has Titan’s organic-rich surface
evolved?
- How does the methane cycle work, and
what is the role of the lakes and seas?
- What is the composition of the seas and
lakes? Are there any prebiotic or biotic
signature compositions?

Methane cycle
(Raulin et al., 2008)

- What is the thickness of the surface organic
material layer on Titan?
- How do the surface and subsurface features
correlate on Titan?
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Enceladus: an active aqueous environment
Presence of a
global subsurface
ocean in contact
with a silicate
deep interior
(Iess et al. 2014;
Thomas et al.
2016)

Minimum ice shell
thickness at the South
Polar Terrain (SPT) ~5 km
(Čadek et al. 2016)

Key open questions

Plume composition
indicates hydrothermal
activity (Postberg et al.
2009, 2018; Hsu et al.
2011; Khawaja et al.
2019)

Plume of ~ 100 jets emanating
from fractures in the South
Polar Terrain (e.g. Dougherty
et al. 2006, Porco et al. 2014)

- What is the origin and evolution of volatiles
in the plume?
- What is prebiotic/biotic potential of the
aqueous interior of Enceladus?
- How does ice thickness vary at the South
Polar Terrain (SPT)?
- How do the surface and subsurface features
correlate on Enceladus?
- What is the extent of surface and
subsurface communication on Enceladus?
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Enceladus and Titan objectives & key questions
Origin and evolution of volatilerich ocean worlds

- Are Enceladus’ volatile compounds primordial or have they
been re-processed and if so, to what extent?
- What is the history and extent of volatile exchange on Titan?
- How has Titan’s organic-rich surface evolved?

Habitability and potential for life
of ocean worlds

- Is Enceladus’ aqueous interior an environment favourable to
the emergence of life?
- To what level of complexity has prebiotic chemistry evolved in
the Enceladus and Titan systems?
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Titan: Synergies with NASA Dragonfly mission
North polar sea (e.g. Kraken mare)

NASA 's Dragonfly mission
to Titan is regional
(~200km) in scope
exploring a low latitude
impact crater site (Selk)
and the dunes nearby

The proposed Voyage 2050
science investigations can be
used to constrain and drive
global-regional metrics of
Titan’s habitability:

Launch date: 2026
Landing date: 2034

-

Selk crater

-

In situ exploration of a
northern sea
Global observations of Titan
Direct sampling of the
upper atmosphere
Investigations of the surface
and the interior

Dragonfly
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Enceladus investigation

Shangri-La dune fields

The proposed Voyage 2050 science
investigations for Enceladus can be
achieved by:
- In situ sampling by high
resolution solid and gas mass
spectrometers resolving high
mass molecular species, neutral
and positive ions unlike Cassini
- High resolution IR imaging of the
SPT can provide new detail of the
active surface, including
anomalous heat signatures and
constrain the hydrothermal
system
- Radio science measurements of
the SPT
- Investigations of the interior
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Mission scenarios
Spacecraft

Titan’s sea probe

+
- Solar-electric
powered
spacecraft
performing multiple flybys of Titan and
Enceladus while in orbit around Saturn

- In situ measurements of the atmosphere
and imaging the sea shoreline during
descent

- Possible insertion in Titan’s circular orbit

- Sampling of the sea and the lower
atmosphere
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Spacecraft configuration

Overall Launch mass
Propulsion Architecture
Power Architecture

4056 kg
Solar Electrical Propulsion System (SEPS)
Main Bi-propellant propulsion system
Hydrazine Mono-propellant propulsion system
4 Solar Array Wings (160 m2 total area)
1 Li-Ion battery and 1 secondary battery
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Interplanetary transfer to Saturn
- Interplanetary transfer using solar electrical
propulsion
- Total flight time: 6 years to Saturn orbit
insertion (SOI)
- The SOI would be performed with chemical
maneuver

Earth-Saturn
transfer time: 6 yr

- Interplanetary transfer to Saturn studied for
M5 E2T proposal (Mitri et al. 2018)
- Red arrows indicate electric propulsion thrust
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Baseline mission Saturn tour
Tour Phase duration: 3.5 years:
6 Enceladus flybys, the S/C will provide
- In-situ sampling of the plume at an altitude from Enceladus’ surface
ranging between 50 and 150 km using solid and gas phase mass
spectrometers
- High-resolution IR imaging of Enceladus’ surface
- Radio science measurements
- Possible radar system investigations

17 Titan flybys, the S/C will provide
- In-situ sampling of the upper atmosphere at altitudes from 1500
down to 900 km using gas phase mass spectrometer
- High-resolution IR imaging of Titan’s surface
- Radio science measurements
- Possible radar system investigations

Sample tour with two period and inclination
management Titan flybys followed by a
science phase with 6 Enceladus flybys and
17 Titan flybys. Inertial representation

After Enceladus and Titan flyby phases, possible insertion into Titan
orbit allowing a global science campaign that Cassini could not
accomplish with limited flybys
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baseline

S/C scientific instrumentation
High resolution IR camera
(1.3, 2, 5 and 5.3 μm filters)

-

Surface mapping (30–100 m/pixel) on Titan and Enceladus’ SPT and constraint of
characteristics of Enceladus’ plume sources (1 m/pixel)

Mass spectrometer for ice
particles

-

Analysis of elemental, molecular and isotopic composition of solid phase
constituents in a mass range of 1–2000 u of Enceladus’ plume / E-ring
Measure fluxes at high impact rates up to 108 s-1m-2 to map the dynamical
profile (number density, ejection speeds and size distribution) of Enceladus’ ice
jets

Ion and neutral gas mass
spectrometer

-

-

-

-

Local solution of the gravity field of Enceladus at the SPT and ice shell thickness
variations
Interior structure and gravity anomalies of Titan

Radar sounder (8-12 MHz)
system

-

Detection of subsurface liquid water reservoir on Enceladus
Ice shell structure for Enceladus and Titan
Characterization of the organic material outer layer on Titan

Dual Frequency X/Ka radar
system

-

Radio science experiment

-

+
options

Analysis of elemental, molecular and isotopic composition of neutral and ionic
gas phase constituents in a mass range of 1–1000 u/e in Saturn’s E-ring,
Enceladus’ plume and Titan’s upper atmosphere
Search for spatial variations in composition and correlate with jet sources

Titan h2 (tidal amplitude) measurement
High-res topography and SAR imaging at meters spatial resolution of Enceladus and Titan
Bathymetry and composition of seas and lakes
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Titan’s sea probe
Science objectives
Sea

Characterize one of Titan’s northern
seas and its chemical composition
(astrobiological potential)

Atmosphere

Characterize the sea-atmosphere
interactions in situ

2621.7 cm

EDL element
Lander element
Instruments

1614.7
cm
Credit: JPL

244 kg
515 kg
33 kg
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Enceladus and Titan as Voyage 2050 scientific theme
The joint exploration of Enceladus and Titan will address key scientific
questions regarding extraterrestrial habitability, abiotic/prebiotic
chemistry, the emergence of life, and the origin and evolution of ocean
worlds in a single mission
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